
 

Abstract— In a real-world, labor market consist of employer 
and employee, and these individuals form relationship through 
mutual interactions. This paper mainly focuses on development 
of multi-agent based evolutionary labor market by using 
co-evolutionary computation and game theory. Co-evolutionary 
computation is used to define strategy of each agent dynamically, 
and game theory is used for modeling relationship between 
employee and employer. Gift exchange game is selected as game 
model regard to feature of proposed labor market framework. 
Various experiments were performed, and we analyzed the 
variation of interactions between employee and employer. 
Through the experimental result, we concluded that balanced 
power between employee and employer is important factor in 
maintenance and extension of labor market.    

I. INTRODUCTION

In a real-world labor market, the behavioral characteristics 
expressed by worksite individuals, diligence or lazy, depend 
on who is working for whom [1], [2]. And also, the behavioral 
patterns of the each individual may heavily affect the state of 
the labor market such as stability or productivity. 
Accordingly, there have been many studies on the analysis of 
the behavioral patterns of the individuals and estimating 
future in economic or social phenomena by using agent-based 
computational models [3]-[6]. 

This paper investigates the possible interactions between 
employees and employers, and construct framework for 
modeling such strategic interactions. In this framework, there 
are two types of agent, worker as employees and firm as 
employers.  Workers and firms, who are principal members of 
labor market, act as agent having one’s strategies, status, 
attributes, and actions. The relationship of workers and firms 
are composed of cooperation and defection. Such 
characteristic behavior of each agent is decided by their 
strategy. In this paper, we will discuss about variation of 
mutual interaction occurred by workers and firms.  

We inducted game theory to define formalized interaction 
between workers and firms. The game theory has been used 
widely to model multi-agent environment such as social and 
economic phenomena, where the primary purpose is not to 
model a dynamic system, but to study how co-evolution can 
be used in learning strategies for agents [7], [8]. In this paper, 
gift exchange game which is suitable to modeling economic 
appearance was used for game model [9]. Moreover, two 
specific policies, resignation of worker and growth of 
productivity due to worker’s job experience, were used to 
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make change in agent power. We performed several 
experiments with various market parameters, and analyzed 
the results.  

II. BACKGROUNDS 

A. Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma Game 
In the last some years, there has been increasing interest 

from the agent community in the use of techniques from game 
theory [1]-[5]. There are many game theory models such as 
traveler’s dilemma, coordination game, volunteer’s dilemma, 
and so on. Among those models, Prisoner’s dilemma game is 
useful model for a large number of social situations [10]. 

In a real labor market, a employee and an employer 
compete to get more benefits from their worksite partner. 
Therefore, their actions appear in the form of cooperation and 
defection as if two prisoners do so. In the classical prisoner’s 
dilemma game [11], two prisoners may cooperate with or 
defect from each other. If the game is played for one round 
only, the optimal action is definitely defection. However, if 
the game is played for many rounds, mutual defection may 
not be the optimal strategy. Instead, mutual cooperation will 
guarantee more payoffs for both of the prisoners [11], [12].   

B. Gift Exchange Game 
Evidently, IPD game is quiet useful model to apply to 

diverse social phenomena. In transitional IPD game, there 
exist two players having complete equal power, but in a 
real-world labor market, it is obvious that there exist some 
inequality between employee and employer. That means 
worker and firm is not equivalent player. Accordingly, we 
have imported another game model, which is called gift 
exchange game. 

Gift exchange game, introduced by Fehr, Kirchsteiger and 
Riedl at 1993, resembles ‘trust game’ which is also frequently 
called ‘investment game’ [9], [13]. Gift exchange game, 
consist of two stages, is neoclassical model of a labor market 
in which workers having sentiment for their employer [14].  
 In the first stage, a firm can offer his worker a wage w. In 
the second stage, the worker can either accept or reject the 
offer. If worker rejected, then the firm receives zero profit 
whereas the worker receives unemployment benefit. After the 
worker has accepted, he has to choose an effort level e. The 
higher the effort level, the higher are the effort cost, c(e). A 
table I shows an example of effort and c(e) mapping.  

A firm’s payoff function  is given by  
 = (v - w)e  in case of worker has accepted and, 
 = 0    otherwise, 

where v represents an given redemption value.  
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 A worker’s payoff function is simply defined by the wage 
w and the effort cost c(e). 

U = w – c(e) in case of worker has accepted and, 
U = UB   otherwise, 

Where UB means an unemployment benefit value [15].  
Although there are many similarity between gift exchange 

game model and a game model used in this paper, but does 
not completely same. We do not use cost of effort and 
unemployment benefit because we regard agent’s asset as 
fitness. Cost of effort or unemployment benefit cannot be 
accounted to agent’s asset. 

TABLE I
EXAMPLE OF EFFORT LEVELS AND COSTS OF EFFORT

USED IN GIFT EXCHANGE GAME

Effort 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
c(e) 0 1 2 4 6 8 10 15 18 

III. EVOLUTIONARY LABOR MARKET MODEL

A. Overview 
In our proposing evolutionary labor market model, there 

are two types of agent: worker and firm. In the labor market 
framework, strategic interactions occur repeatedly. All 
workers employed in a firm have to offer a labor to the firm. 
On the other side, firms must pay the wage employed workers 
for a cost of labor. The interaction between a worker and a 
firm can be described as cooperation or defection. For 
example, if a worker has been given high wage from his 
employer, then he may repay for the high wage by exert high 
work effort. Firm can maximize the profit in that case. On the 
other hand, worker can select that shirk from his duty (defect) 
[15]. Similarly, the employer can either cooperate with 
workers by providing high wage, or defect by providing low 
wage.  

Each agent decides their current behavior, cooperation or 
defection, depend on their own strategies encoded on this 
chromosome, and evolve their worksite strategies over time 
on the basis of their assets earned by past worksite 
interactions. The worksite strategies of workers and firms are 
mutually evolved by means of co-evolutionary system and 
standard genetic algorithms including reproduction, 
crossover, mutation, selection that purposes to select more 
capable agent to alive in the labor market framework [16].  

In our labor market framework, fitness value calculated 
base on the only asset or capital attribute held by agents. The 
agents holding many assets are treated as capable individuals 
and holding few assets are treated as incapable individuals. 
Moreover, agents who are holding no asset(capital) is
eliminated from labor market. Figure 1 shows the overall 
design of the labor market framework.  

B. Agent Model 
Table II describes attributes of worker agent and firm agent. 

As seen in table II, all agents have its own attributes and 
internal behavioral strategy represented on a chromosome as 
one individual. The behavior pattern of each agent is closely 
related to attributes and evolving worksite strategy. Basically, 
all agents have two types of action: cooperate and defect.
Each generation, all agents decide their action themselves 
base on their strategy and recent cooperation history of 
opponent worksite partners respectively.

 After all agents decided his action, each agent is given his 
own payoff. Firms are collect payoffs from their all 
employees whereas worker agents take payoff just on his an 
employer. The payoffs taken by agent are conversed into 
asset, in case of worker, or capital, in case of firm. And then, 
at each generation, workers must expend his living Cost, and  

Fig. 1. Overall design of the proposed labor market framework 
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firms must pay supporting cost. That means if the agent is 
failed to earn money more than living cost or supporting cost 
in succession, than the agent may be eliminated from labor 
market because asset and capital attribute are treated as 
fitness in this labor market framework. 

C. Game Model between Worker and Firm 
In this paper, we use peculiar pay off table that is slight 

different from traditional IPD game. See the table III. The 
structure of payoff table represented in table III is constructed 
by following steps.  

1)  Worker’s phase: The worker can decide whether to 
cooperate or defect with his opponent firm, who is 
employer of the worker. All workers have own 
productivity attribute and the firm gains payoff from the 
work’s productivity. A defector worker produces low 
productivity (ProdL), whereas a cooperator worker 
produces high productivity (ProdH).   
2) Firm’s phase: After a firm receives payoff from his all 
workers, and then the firm have to pay wage for the 
workers. A wage is accounted to payoff of each worker. In 
this situation, if firm cooperate to his opponent worker, 

then the worker will receives high wage (WageH), whereas 
in opposite case, the worker will receives low wage 
(WageL).

In case of using the payoff table described in table III, 
‘defection’ is selected as dominant strategy by firm, whereas 
worker can select both cooperation and defection as dominant 
strategy. Hence the Nash equilibrium is (cooperation, 
defection) or (defection, defection), and each agent’s strategy 
will mostly stay on Nash equilibriums although game is 
infinity iterated because worker don’t need to do cooperative 
behavior. Worker’s payoff is completely determined by 
firm’s choice regardless of worker’s choice. Obviously, it 
seems inequitable game from worker’s point of view. 
Therefore, leading the cooperative behavior of firms, or 
driving mutual cooperation is important issue of this paper.  

As mentioned above, payoff table described in table III is a 
little different from traditional IPD game. To satisfy 
regularity condition of usual prisoner’s dilemma game, Nash 
equilibrium must be mutual defection, and mutual 
cooperation dominates alternating cooperation and defection 
on average, but proposing payoff table cannot guarantee such 
requirements [10].  

TABLE II
THE INTERNAL ATTRIBUTES OF WORKER AND FIRM AGENT

C++ style code Description 
class Worker { 
 unsigned int ID; // Unique identifier of this worker 
 unsigned int employedFirmID; // Unique identifier of a firm who employed this worker 
 double    asset; // Total asset of this worker  
 double     wage; // The wage taken at current generation 
 double    productivity; // The productivity of this worker 
 const double  livingCost; // The living expenses of a worker per one generation. Subtract from asset 
 int     continuous; // The counts of generations from employment to now 
 int     currentAction; // Current worksite behavior of this worker { COPERATE, DEFECT, RESIGNATION }
 Array<int>   chromosome; // Encoded array of integers representing strategy of this worker  
  Array<int>  firmCareer; // Worker never repeatedly employed to same firm  
 Queue<int>  firmPastBehaviors; // The history queue of cooperation of the firm who employed this worker 
 Queue<int>  workerPastBehaviors; // The history queue of worker’s cooperation
}

class Firm { 
 unsigned int   ID; // Unique identifier of the firm 
 double     capital; // Total capital of this firm  
 double      profit; // Same as sum of workers’ productivity who are employed in this firm  
 const double   supportingCost; // The cost for maintenance of firm 
 Array<binary> chromosome; // Encoded array of integers representing strategy of this firm  
 Array<Worker> myWorkers; // Array of workers who are employed in this firm
}

TABLE III
PAYOFF TABLE STRUCTURE USED IN THIS PAPER

(Worker, Firm) Firm 
cooperation defection 

W
or

ke
r Cooperation (WageH,  ProdH - WageH) (WageL,  ProdH – WageL)

Defection (WageH,  ProdL - WageH) (WageL,  ProdL – WageL)
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

The experimental design focuses on the mainly on variation 
of productivity, market extent, dominant strategy and 
cooperative behaviors among the agents. In addition, we 
append some significant policies such as labor specialization, 
and resignation of workers. Table IV shows labor market 
environmental variables setting, table V lists the evolution 
parameters, and table VI is payoff table used in experiment.  

TABLE IV 
LIST OF ENVIRONMENTAL VALUES AND AGENT ATTRIBUTES 

IN THE EXPERIMENT

Description Value 

Fi
rm

 

Initial capital 2000 

Initial number of workers per one firm 10 

Maximum number of workers per one firm 30 

The cost for supporting firm 30 

WageH 12 

WageL 6

W
or

ke
r 

Initial asset 200 

Cost of living 10 

ProdH 18 

ProdL ProdH/2

O
th

er
s 

Initial number of firms 30 

Maximum capacity of history queue 10 

Period to generate new workers 1 Generation 

Mistake probability 0.01 

TABLE V
PARAMETERS  OF EVOLUTIONARY ENGINE

Description Value 

Initial population of firm 30 

Maximum population of firm Infinite 

Initial population of worker 330 

Maximum population of worker Infinite 

Increment rate of worker population 
(Reproduce rate) 0.005, 0.02 

Mutation rate 0.005 

Selection method Roulette wheel  
And elitism mixed 

Crossover method 1 point crossover 

TABLE VI 
PAYOFF TABLE USED IN EXPERIMENT

(Worker, Firm) Firm 
cooperation defection 

W
or

ke
r Cooperation (12, 18- 12) (6,  18 – 6)

Defection (12,  9 - 12) (6, 9 – 6)

A.  Relationship between growth of worker’s productivity 
and worker’s experience 
In economic research area, various theories and arguments 

are investigates on how different characteristics of an 
individual worker affect his productivity. Although there is a 
widespread belief that job performance declines with age, 
several individual-level studies emphasized that it is essential 
to take also into account the effect of worker’s experience [20] 
since older workers can more productive than young workers 
in tasks that require plentiful experience [21], [22]. 

Also the conventional economic belief is that productivity 
growth is slows down as age is increasing, which leads to a 
concave age-productivity profile. In the beginning of   
working career, a worker’s productivity increases fast, but in 
the later career, productivity growth slows down and may 
turn to a fall. If firms need general skills rather than firm 
specific skills from workers, the productivity of a worker 
should be as high after a job switch as before it. But if skills 
are job specific, new workers should begin with low 
productivity irrespective of their earlier experience [23]. In 
this paper, we assume that worker’s productivity doesn’t turn 
to fall, and skills are firm specific, so worker’s productivity is 
mathematically expressed as sigmoid function as below, 

ProdE,H  = ProdH + : cooperation, 

ProdE,L  =            : defection,

where a and k is productivity parameters determining growth 
rate of the worker’s productivity. And productivity decrease 
by half when agent defects with firm. By using this policy, we 
expect that firm agents can get more power as compare with 
before. 

B. Resignation strategy of worker agent 
Basically, worker has only two action, cooperate or 

defection, in original game model. But in this paper, we 
appended one more worker action- resign from the firm. 
Originally, if worker is employed in one firm at once, then the 
worker must work there until he is removed from framework 
owing to financial failure. This means that although firm 
repeat defection, the worker does not have any other defiant 
way except defect together. Resignation can be a way for 
active resistance whereas defect is passive resistance. Each 
worker maintains resignation strategy by using worker 
chromosome, and two threshold values are represented on the 
end of worker’s chromosome. 

1) Countcooperation(firmPastBehaviors) < threshold1 

2)             > threshold2 

First condition means that if firm recently repeats defection 
until the count of cooperation is below specific threshold 
value held by opponent worker, then the worker may resign 
from firm. And second condition implies the workers 
financial capability to support his living for some period 
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without any incoming. If both conditions are satisfied, then 
worker will certainly resigns. We expect that resignation 
strategy can offer opportunity workers to escape from vicious 
entrepreneur, and also, exploitative firm possibly hard to 
arrive in labor market. This means that this policy can reduce 
the power of firm agents whereas worker power can be 
increased. 

Table VII shows experiment plans. In each experiment, we 
use or don’t use the growing productivity and resignation 
strategy. Moreover, we change increment rate value of 
worker population. And we will display experimental result 
by using several graphs and analysis each result at various 
social and economical view points. 

TABLE VII 
EXPERIMENT  PLANS OF EACH EIGHT EXPERIMENT

productivity  
growth as worker’s 

experience 

Resignation 
strategy of 

workers 

Increment rate 
of worker 
population 

1th Exp X X 0.005 
2th Exp O X 0.005 
3th Exp X O 0.005 
4th Exp O O 0.005 
5th Exp X X 0.02 
6th Exp O X 0.02 
7th Exp X O 0.02 
8th Exp O O 0.02 

O means that use it and X means don’t use  

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND ANALYSIS

We have performed many experiments with combinations 
of experiment setting showed as table VII. And we analyzed 
variation of the cooperation rate and number of agents of the 
workers and firms. In this section, we present some 
meaningful experimental result among the various 
experiments and analysis about it.  

A. Result of experiment 1, 5 

Fig. 2. The result of experiment 1 

Fig. 3. The result of experiment 5 

First we preformed experiment 1 and 5 in table VII. Figure 
2 shows the result of experiment. As shown at the figure 2(a), 
the cooperation probability of firms is about a half at the 
beginning, but as period is advanced, the cooperation rate is 
decreasing continuously. It is natural result because the Nash 
equilibrium of firm is defection whereas worker can selects 
both cooperation and defection as dominant strategy. 

But as firm repeat defection behavior, a critical problem has 
been raised in labor market. Because firms are greed for only 
their profit, workers cannot support living cost, so the number 
of workers are decreased rapidly. By the repercussion of such 
present, firms became bankrupt one by one because they 
couldn’t employ workers who work for them anymore. Figure 
2(b) shows these processes obviously.  

But in case of experiment 5, different result is appeared. 
Different from experiment 1, the increment rate of worker 
population is 0.02 and it means that there always remain 
enough workers to be employed. So firms repeated defection 
as their wishes to maximize profit, consequently numerous 
workers were forced out to financial failure. Figure 3 shows 
these phenomena.  

B.  Result of experiment 2, 6 

Fig. 4. The result of experiment 6 

To provide resistance method for workers, we allowed 
worker resignation in this experiment. Now workers can get 
out from office against for defective firm. The result is 
displayed on figure 4. Indubitably, cooperation rate of firms 
was increased, but most of firms went into bankruptcy at 
generation 50 because workers resign from his firm 
excessively. In this case, workers didn’t have enough time to 
learn rational resignation strategy. The number of workers 
also began decreasing at generation 35, because jobless 
workers cannot earn living expenses at all. over there, there 
are not enough number of firms sufficient for employ those 
overflowed jobless people. Experiment 2 exhibited similar 
result to experiment 6. 

C. Result of experiment 8
Figure 5 shows result of last experiment which uses both 

growing productivity as worker’s experience and resignation 
strategy of workers. The cooperation rate is about 50% at 
begging of experiment, but as generation is progressing, the 
cooperation rate is gradually increased both worker and firm. 
Moreover, the scale of market is extending more and more. 
Besides, the speed of extending is faster than experiment 5. 
Mutual cooperation between worker and firm make these 
flourish possible.  
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 Fig. 5. The result of experiment 8 

There are many researches for relationship between wage, 
worker’s effort and worker’s productivity. Quite number of 
researches concluded that profitable firms pay their workers 
more wage than those are doing badly [24], [25]. Another 
commonplace belief is that higher wage motivates workers to 
invest more effort in working, and thus enables the company 
which employed them to improve its performance [26], [27]. 
According to these researches, worker agents are more 
cooperative when a firm who employed them pays more 
wages. As shown at figure 5(a), cooperation rate of firms is 
continually increasing, moreover as firm’s cooperation is 
growing, the worker’s cooperation rate shows increasing 
tendency although there are not a direct payoff benefit to 
cooperation behavior. This present situation corresponds to 
above researches.   

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we focused mainly on constructing 
evolutionary labor market framework. And many experiment 
s were performed with various combinations of parameters. 
To construct relationship rule between worker and firm agent, 
we inducted gift exchange game model which is suitable 
model for economic situations. In addition, we used 
co-evolutionary learning to define each agent’s strategy and 
observed the variation of each agent’s behavior pattern owing 
to evolution of strategy.  

In experiment phase, we prepared two special policy, 
growing productivity as worker’s experience and resignation 
strategy of workers. First policy can contribute for firm power, 
where second policy corresponds to worker power. Though 
the various experiments, we succeed to get several 
meaningful results about a variation of cooperation rate and 
the labor market scale. Especially, in case of using both two 
special policies, cooperation rate of worker and firm showed 
increasing tendency whereas when didn’t used both policies 
or used just one policy, the labor market is collapsed. And 
also, it is obvious that the mutual cooperation can lead 
extension of labor market. These result means that balanced 
power between worker and firm is important factor in 
maintenance and extension of labor market. 
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